
 

 

 

 
Performing original music by San Francisco-based composer George Hurd, The Hurd 

Ensemble unifies the worlds of electronic and classical music. All pieces are written for string 
quartet (violin, viola, cello, upright bass), piano and electronics, meticulously bound together 
with digitally-arranged sounds collected from Hurd's travels. Absolutely no stock electronic 

sounds are used - every sound produced is of his own creation - recorded, edited and 
manipulated personally. The electronics are layered to create textures that perfectly 

complement the acoustic instruments, giving rise to a sound that is extremely organic despite 
its partially digital origins. Hurd's music is both wildly, intricately rhythmic and aglow with 

shimmering harmonies and melodies. Accessible and daring, its percussive yet lyrical qualities 
make it at home in both concert halls and nightclubs. 

 

http://www.georgehurd.com/


The Hurd Ensemble is:

George Hurd – compositions, electronics 
Solenn Seguillon-Dye – violin 
Jacob Hansen-Joseph – viola 

Anton Estaniel – cello 
Ari Gorman – bass 

Elyse Weakley – piano

 

PRESS 

“The Hurd Ensemble is the perfect blend of electronic and classical. Sometimes crunchy, sometimes 
haunting, always surprising, The Hurd Ensemble will please anyone who is a fan of music and 
appreciates different genres.” 
- Tony DuShane | SF Gate 
 
"Hurd’s music organically blends classical-style composition with the timbres and grooves of rock, jazz, 
and world music. It’s a natural, clearly articulated sound that encapsulates the “in-between genres” zone 
that Switchboard [Music Festival] seeks to explore."  
- Ryan Brown | Director, Switchboard Music Festival 
 
“…The Hurd Ensemble’s music [is] BIG.  The house was packed and loudly appreciative… It’s the 
rhythm of the electronics that takes Hurd’s music out of the straight classical and makes it special.“  
- Find A Stillness 

 

Press contact:  
George Hurd 
george@hurdensemble.com 
415-240-0247 

Website: www.hurdensemble.com 
Audio Samples: www.hurdensemble.com/music_2 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/hurdensemble 
Twitter: www.twitter.om/georgehurd 
YouTube: www.youtube.com/georgehurd 
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